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WE HAVE HEARD THE JEWS CRY AND WHINE
ABOUT THE CRUSADES AND THE INQUISITIONS
ALL OUR LIVES. This study is to present you with just a

little about what actually caused the crusades, and who they were directed
against.

So what is the truth about the Crusades? Scholars are still working some
of that out. But much can already be said with certainty. For starters, the
Crusades to the East were in every way defensive wars. They were a direct
response to Muslim aggression; an attempt to turn back or defend against
Muslim conquests of Christian lands.

Christians in the eleventh century were not paranoid fanatics. Muslims
really were gunning for them. While Muslims can be peaceful, Islam was
born in war and grew the same way. From the time of Mohammed, the
means of Muslim expansion was always the sword. Muslim thought
divides the world into two spheres, the Abode of Islam and the Abode of
War. Christianity; and for that matter any other non‑Muslim religion, has
no abode.

Christians can be tolerated within a Muslim state under Muslim rule. But,
in traditional Islam, Christian and Jewish states must be destroyed and
their lands conquered. When Mohammed was waging war against Mecca
in the seventh century, Christianity was the dominant religion of power
and wealth. As the faith of the Roman Empire, it spanned the entire
Mediterranean, including the Middle East, where it was born. The
Christian world, therefore, was a prime target for the earliest caliphs, and
it would remain so for Muslim leaders for the next thousand years.

With enormous energy, the warriors of Islam struck out against the
Christians shortly after Mohammed’s death. They were extremely
successful. Palestine, Syria, and Egypt; once the most heavily Christian
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areas in the world, quickly succumbed. By the eighth century, Muslim
armies had conquered all of Christian North Africa and Spain. In the
eleventh century, the Seljuk Turks conquered Asia Minor (modern
Turkey), which had been Christian since the time of Paul. The old Roman
Empire, known to modern historians as the Byzantine Empire, was reduced
to little more than Greece. In desperation, the emperor in Constantinople
sent word to the Christians of western Europe asking them to aid their
brothers and sisters in the East.

That Is What Gave Birth to the Crusades. They Were Not the
Brainchild of an Ambitious Pope or Rapacious Knights but a
Response to More than Four Centuries of Conquests in Which
Muslims Had Already Captured Two-thirds of the Old Christian
World. At some point, Christianity as a faith and a culture had to defend
itself or be subsumed by Islam. The Crusades were that defence.

Pope Urban II called upon the knights of Christendom to push back the
conquests of Islam at the Council of Claremont in 1095. The response was
tremendous. Many thousands of warriors took the vow of the cross and
prepared for war. Why did they do it? The answer to that question has
been badly misunderstood. In the wake of the Enlightenment, it was
usually asserted that Crusaders were merely lacklands and ne’er‑do‑wells
who took advantage of an opportunity to rob and pillage in a faraway land.
The Crusaders’ expressed sentiments of piety, self‑sacrifice, and love for
God were obviously not to be taken seriously. They were only a front for
darker designs.

But in fact it was the Jews who did the looting, robbing and assassinations;
which antagonized both the Moslems and the Christians.

Castile was in a pitiful state during that summer of 1467. Robberies,
burnings and murders were daily occurrences. A church in which three
hundred and fifth men, women, children and tenants of the Count of
Benavente, had taken refuge, was burned by the Count’s enemies and all
within perished. in Toledo There Was a State of Warfare between the
Jewish Christians (Conversos, or Marranos, as they were called) and the
“Old” Christians. The Canons of the Cathedral There, Some
of Whom Were Conversos, Controlled the Revenues of the
Neighbouring Town of Maqueda, Including a Tax on Bread. This
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Privilege, so Hateful to the Half-starving Poor, They Sold at Auction
to Certain Jews.

A Catholic Magistrate, or Alcalde, Beat the Jews and Drove Them
Out of the City. The canons had the alcalde arrested, but while they were
deliberating as to his punishment, Fernando De La Torre, a Rich Leader
of the “Converted” Jews, Decided to Take the Law into His Own
Hands. A Rash and Violent Man, He Announced That He and His
Friends Had Secretly Assembled Four Thousand Well Armed Men,
Six Times as Many as the Old Christians Could Muster.

On July 21 He Led His Forces to Attack the Cathedral. The Crypto
Jews Burst through the Great Doors of the Church, Crying “Kill
Them! Kill Them! This Is No Church, but Only a Congregation of
Evil and Vile Men!” The Catholics in the Church Drew Swords and
Defended Themselves a Bloody Battle Was Fought before the High
Altar.

Reinforcements of Christians Now Came Galloping from Nearby
Towns and Launched a Counter Attack on the Luxurious Section
Where Most of the Conversos Lived. They Burned the Houses on
Eight Streets. They Hanged Fernando De La Torre and His Brother,
Then Massacred the Conversos Indiscriminately.

In Córdoba however, they found a powerful champion, Don Alonzo de
Aguilar, who had married a woman of Jewish descent, a daughter of the
Marqués of Villena. He and his brother, Gonsalvo de Cordoba, who was
later to win fame in Italy as “the Great Captain,” defended the Conversos.
The Old Christians (bona fide Christians) led by the Count of Cabra,
besieged them in the Alcazar.

The result was a state of war which lasted for nearly four years. Unhappily
too, the periodical frenzy against the “New Christians” or Jewish converts
(also Marranos), flamed up in a dozen other places. One of the most brutal
of the massacres occurred at Segovia on May 16, 1474. the Man Most
Responsible for It Was the Marqués of Villena, Himself of Jewish
Descent. Hatred between Jews and Christians Had Always Been
Intense in Segovia.
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In 1405 a Physician Named Mayr Alquades and Other Prominent Jews
Had Been Accused of Stealing a Consecrated Host from the Cathedral
and Had Been Executed, While Other Jews, Said to Have Attempted to
Have the Bishop Poisoned in Revenge, Were Drawn and Quartered. When
Isabel Was Seven Years Old Sixteen Jews, Including a Rabbi, Were
Accused of Having Stolen a Christian Boy during Holy Week and of
Having Crucified Him as an Insult to the Memory of Jesus.

In 1468. Sepulveda, Segovia, Spain: The Jews sacrificed a Christian child
on a cross. The Bishop of Segovia investigated the crime, and ordered the
culprits to Segovia, where they were executed. It is important to know
that this Bishop was himself a son of a converted Jew; Jean d'Avila was
his name.

Colmenares's History of Segovia records the facts of the case, which was
juridically decided by a man of Jewish blood. That may be the reason that
one finds no mention of it in Strack's book In Defence of the Jews, The
Jew and Human Sacrifice.

When Isabel and Fernando arrived at Segovia, the place still stank of
charred timbers, rotting flesh, carnage and pestilence. She commended
Cabrera for his valour, affectionately welcomed his wife Beatriz and
denounced all the misguided or fanatical tools of Villena who had shared
in the massacre. Only recently she had prevented a massacre of the
Conversos at Villadolid, even though it meant the loss of many of her
adherents and the necessity of fleeing from the city with her husband and
Archbishop.

Now She Had an Opportunity of Seeing at Close Range the Frightful
Results of the Hatred between the Christians and Jews. What Could
save the Land from Utter Ruin and from a Second Conquest by the
Mohammedans, Applauded by Jews and Conversos?

What Could Make the Jews Stop Exploiting the Christians and
Proselytising, Even as Christians, to Destroy Christianity? What
Could Make Christians, or Nominal Christians, Stop Massacring the
Marranos on Every Provocation? Isabel and Fernando came to the
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conclusion that the great need of Castile was a government strong enough
to be feared and respected by all classes.

To understand the bitterness of Spanish Christians against the secret Jews,
who pretended to be Catholics, one must remember that Spain Had Been
at War with the Moors for Hundreds of Years and That the Jews,
Who Had Invited the Mohammedan into the Country in the First
Place, Had Always Been Considered Enemies within the Gate,
Sympathizing with and Often Lending Assistance to the Hated Moors.

Beyond Any Question the Jews and the Mohammedan Did Share a
Common Hatred of Christ and His Church. Whenever the Moorish
War Flamed Anew, the Jews Became Special Objects of Suspicion,
just as German sympathizers in the United States were suspected and often
persecuted during the World War. Unfortunately for the Jews, it was only
too evident that Isabel and Fernando were on the eve of another long and
dangerous conflict with the power in Granada.

It was the Jews of Spain, as the Jewish Encyclopaedia records, who invited
the Mohammedan to enter the peninsula and possess themselves of the
property and lives of the Christians. Under the tolerant rule of the
Mohammedan,” writes Lewis Browne, a modern Jew, “the Jews began to
prosper. They who had been poor and bedraggled peddlers for centuries
now became wealthy and powerful traders.

They travelled everywhere, from England to India, from Bohemia to
Egypt. Their Commonest Merchandise in Those Days Was Slaves. On
Every High Road and on Every Great River and Sea, These Jewish
Traders Were to Be Found with Their Gangs of Shackled Prisoners
in Convoy.”

After the Discovery That the Jews Were Plotting to Bring the Arabs
from Africa to Overthrow the Gothic Kingdom, They Were
Condemned to Slavery and even after their liberation were repressed by
the cruel provisions of the Visigothic Code. In spite of all this they
prospered and by the beginning of the eighth century they were so rich
and powerful in all the principal cities that when in 709 AD. The Saracens
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Finally Came, at the Jew’s Invitation from Africa, the Spanish Jews
Were Able to Open the Gates to the Conquerors and Were Rewarded
by Being Made Rulers of Granada, Sevilla and Cordoba. In the New
Moslem State They Attained a Brilliant Height of Prosperity and
Culture.

During the past two decades, computer‑assisted charter studies have
demolished that contrivance. Scholars have discovered that crusading
knights were generally wealthy men with plenty of their own land in
Europe. Nevertheless, they willingly gave up everything to undertake the
holy mission.

Crusading was not cheap. Even wealthy lords could easily impoverish
themselves and their families by joining a Crusade. They did so not
because they expected material wealth (which many of them had already)
but because they hoped to store up treasure where rust and moth could not
corrupt.

They were keenly aware of their sinfulness and eager to undertake the
hardships of the Crusade as a penitential act of charity and love. Europe
is littered with thousands of medieval charters attesting to these
sentiments, charters in which these men still speak to us today if we will
listen. Of course, they were not opposed to capturing booty if it could be
had. But the truth is that the Crusades were notoriously bad for plunder.
A few people got rich, but the vast majority returned with nothing.

Urban II gave the Crusaders two goals, both of which would remain central
to the eastern Crusades for centuries. The first was to rescue the Christians
of the East. As his successor, Pope Innocent III, later wrote:-

How does a man love according to divine precept his neighbour as himself
when, knowing that his Christian brothers in faith and in name are held
by the perfidious Muslims in strict confinement and weighed down by the
yoke of heaviest servitude, he does not devote himself to the task of freeing
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them?...Is it by chance that you do not know that many thousands of
Christians are bound in slavery and imprisoned by the Muslims, tortured
with innumerable torments?

"Crusading," Professor Jonathan Riley‑Smith has rightly argued, was
understood as an "an act of love;" in this case, the love of one’s neighbour.
The Crusade was seen as an errand of mercy to right a terrible wrong. As
Pope Innocent III wrote to the Knights Templar, "You carry out in deeds
the words of the Gospel, ‘Greater love than this hath no man, that he lay
down his life for his friends.’"

The second goal was the liberation of Jerusalem and the other places made
holy by the life of Christ. The word crusade is modern. Medieval
Crusaders saw themselves as pilgrims, performing acts of righteousness
on their way to the Holy Sepulchre. The Crusade indulgence they received
was canonically related to the pilgrimage indulgence. This goal was
frequently described in feudal terms. When calling the Fifth Crusade in
1215, Innocent III wrote:

Consider most dear sons, consider carefully that if any temporal king was
thrown out of his domain and perhaps captured, would he not, when he
was restored to his pristine liberty and the time had come for dispensing
justice look on his vassals as unfaithful and traitors–-unless they had
committed not only their property but also their persons to the task of
freeing him?

—And similarly will not Jesus Christ, the king of kings and lord of lords,
whose servant you cannot deny being, who joined your soul to your body,
who redeemed you with the Precious Blood–– condemn you for the vice
of ingratitude and the crime of infidelity if you neglect to help Him?

The re-conquest of Jerusalem, therefore, was not colonialism but an act
of restoration and an open declaration of one’s love of God. Medieval men
knew, of course, that God had the power to restore Jerusalem Himself;
indeed, He had the power to restore the whole world to His rule. Yet as
St. Bernard of Clairvaux preached, His refusal to do so was a blessing to
His people:
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Again I say, consider the Almighty’s goodness and pay heed to His plans
of mercy. He puts Himself under obligation to you, or rather feigns to do
so, that He can help you to satisfy your obligations toward Himself–-I call
blessed the generation that can seize an opportunity of such rich
indulgence as this.

It is often assumed that the central goal of the Crusades was forced
conversion of the Muslim world. Nothing could be further from the truth.
From the perspective of medieval Christians, Muslims were the enemies
of Christ and His Church. It was the Crusaders’ task to defeat and defend
against them. That was all. Muslims who lived in Crusader‑won territories
were generally allowed to retain their property and livelihood, and always
their religion.

Indeed, throughout the history of the Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem,
Muslim inhabitants far outnumbered the Catholics. It was not until the
13th century that the Franciscans began conversion efforts among
Muslims. But these were mostly unsuccessful and finally abandoned. In
any case, such efforts were by peaceful persuasion, not the threat of
violence.

The Crusades were wars, so it would be a mistake to characterize them as
nothing but piety and good intentions. Like all warfare, the violence was
brutal (although not as brutal as modern wars). There were mishaps,
blunders, and crimes. These are usually well‑ remembered today. During
the early days of the First Crusade in 1095, a ragtag band of Crusaders
led by Count Emicho of Leiningen made its way down the Rhine, robbing
and murdering all the Jews they could find.

Without success, the local bishops attempted to stop the carnage. In the
eyes of these warriors, the Jews, like the Muslims, were the enemies of
Christ. Plundering and killing them, then, was no vice. Indeed, they
believed it was a righteous deed, since the Jews’ money could be used to
fund the Crusade to Jerusalem. But they were wrong, and the Church
strongly condemned the anti‑Jewish attacks. Fifty years later, when the
Second Crusade was gearing up, St. Bernard frequently preached that the
Jews were not to be persecuted:
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Ask anyone who knows the Sacred Scriptures what he finds foretold of
the Jews in the Psalm. "Not for their destruction do I pray," it says. The
Jews are for us the living words of Scripture, for they remind us always
of what our Lord suffered–-Under Christian princes they endure a hard
captivity, but "they only wait for the time of their deliverance."

Nevertheless, a fellow Cistercian monk named Radulf stirred up people
against the Rhineland Jews, despite numerous letters from Bernard
demanding that he stop. At last Bernard was forced to travel to Germany
himself, where he caught up with Radulf, sent him back to his convent,
and ended the massacres.

It is often said that the roots of the Holocaust can be seen in these medieval
pogroms. That may be. But if so, those roots are far deeper and more
widespread than the Crusades. Jews perished during the Crusades, but the
purpose of the Crusades was not to kill Jews. Quite the contrary: Popes,
bishops, and preachers made it clear that the Jews of Europe were to be
left unmolested. In a modern war, we call tragic deaths like these
"collateral damage." Even with smart technologies, the United States has
killed far more innocents in our wars than the Crusaders ever could. But
no one would seriously argue that the purpose of American wars is to kill
women and children.

By any reckoning, the First Crusade was a long shot. There was no leader,
no chain of command, no supply lines, no detailed strategy. It was simply
thousands of warriors marching deep into enemy territory, committed to
a common cause.

Many of them died, either in battle or through disease or starvation. It was
a rough campaign, one that seemed always on the brink of disaster. Yet
it was miraculously successful. By 1098, the Crusaders had restored
Nicaea and Antioch to Christian rule. In July 1099, they conquered
Jerusalem and began to build a Christian state in Palestine. The joy in
Europe was unbridled. It seemed that the tide of history, which had lifted
the Muslims to such heights, was now turning.
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But it was not. When we think about the Middle Ages, it is easy to view
Europe in light of what it became rather than what it was. The colossus
of the medieval world was Islam, not Christendom. The Crusades are
interesting largely because they were an attempt to counter that trend. But
in five centuries of crusading, it was only the First Crusade that
significantly rolled back the military progress of Islam. It was downhill
from there.

When the Crusader County of Edessa fell to the Turks and Kurds in 1144,
there was an enormous groundswell of support for a new Crusade in
Europe. It was led by two kings, Louis VII of France and Conrad III of
Germany, and preached by St. Bernard himself.

It failed miserably. Most of the Crusaders were killed along the way. Those
who made it to Jerusalem only made things worse by attacking Muslim
Damascus, which formerly had been a strong ally of the Christians. In the
wake of such a disaster, Christians across Europe were forced to accept
not only the continued growth of Muslim power but the certainty that God
was punishing the West for its sins.

Lay piety movements sprouted up throughout Europe, all rooted in the
desire to purify Christian society so that it might be worthy of victory in
the East.

Crusading in the late twelfth century, therefore, became a total war effort.
Every person, no matter how weak or poor, was called to help. Warriors
were asked to sacrifice their wealth and, if need be, their lives for the
defence of the Christian East. On the home front, all Christians were called
to support the Crusades through prayer, fasting, and alms.

Yet still the Muslims grew in strength. Saladin, the great unifier, had
forged the Muslim Near East into a single entity, all the while preaching
jihad against the Christians. In 1187 at the Battle of Hattin, his forces
wiped out the combined armies of the Christian Kingdom of Jerusalem
and captured the precious relic of the True Cross. Defenceless, the
Christian cities began surrendering one by one, culminating in the
surrender of Jerusalem on October 2. Only a tiny handful of ports held
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out. The response was the Third Crusade. It was led by Emperor Frederick
I Barbarossa of the German Empire, King Philip II Augustus of France,
and King Richard I Lionheart of England. By any measure it was a grand
affair, although not quite as grand as the Christians had hoped. The aged
Frederick drowned while crossing a river on horseback, so his army
returned home before reaching the Holy Land.

Philip and Richard came by boat, but their incessant bickering only added
to an already divisive situation on the ground in Palestine. After
recapturing Acre, the king of France went home, where he busied himself
carving up Richard’s French holdings. The Crusade, therefore, fell into
Richard’s lap. A skilled warrior, gifted leader, and superb tactician,
Richard led the Christian forces to victory after victory, eventually
re-conquering the entire coast.

But Jerusalem was not on the coast, and after two abortive attempts to
secure supply lines to the Holy City, Richard at last gave up. Promising
to return one day, he struck a truce with Saladin that ensured peace in the
region and free access to Jerusalem for unarmed pilgrims. But it was a
bitter pill to swallow. The desire to restore Jerusalem to Christian rule and
regain the True Cross remained intense throughout Europe.

The Crusades of the 13th century were larger, better funded, and better
organized. But they too failed. The Fourth Crusade (1201‑1204) ran
aground when it was seduced into a web of Byzantine politics, which the
Westerners never fully understood. They had made a detour to
Constantinople to support an imperial claimant who promised great
rewards and support for the Holy Land.

Yet once he was on the throne of the Caesars, their benefactor found that
he could not pay what he had promised. Thus betrayed by their Greek
friends, in 1204 the Crusaders attacked, captured, and brutally sacked
Constantinople, the greatest Christian city in the world. Pope Innocent III,
who had previously excommunicated the entire Crusade, strongly
denounced the Crusaders. But there was little else he could do. The tragic
events of 1204 closed an iron door between Roman Catholic and Greek
Orthodox, a door that even today Pope John Paul II has been unable to
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reopen. It is a terrible irony that the Crusades, which were a direct result
of the Catholic desire to rescue the Orthodox people, drove the two further;
and perhaps irrevocably, apart.

The remainder of the 13th century’s Crusades did little better. The Fifth
Crusade (1217‑1221) managed briefly to capture Damietta in Egypt, but
the Muslims eventually defeated the army and reoccupied the city. St.
Louis IX of France led two Crusades in his life.

The first also captured Damietta, but Louis was quickly outwitted by the
Egyptians and forced to abandon the city. Although Louis was in the Holy
Land for several years, spending freely on defensive works, he never
achieved his fondest wish: to free Jerusalem. He was a much older man
in 1270 when he led another Crusade to Tunis, where he died of a disease
that ravaged the camp.

After St. Louis’s death, the ruthless Muslim leaders, Baybars and Kalavun,
waged a brutal jihad against the Christians in Palestine. By 1291, the
Muslim forces had succeeded in killing or ejecting the last of the
Crusaders, thus erasing the Crusader kingdom from the map. Despite
numerous attempts and many more plans, Christian forces were never
again able to gain a foothold in the region until the 19th century.

One might think that three centuries of Christian defeats would have
soured Europeans on the idea of Crusade. Not at all. In one sense, they
had little alternative. Muslim kingdoms were becoming more, not less,
powerful in the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries.

The Ottoman Turks conquered not only their fellow Muslims, thus further
unifying Islam, but also continued to press westward, capturing
Constantinople and plunging deep into Europe itself. By the 15th century,
the Crusades were no longer errands of mercy for a distant people but
desperate attempts of one of the last remnants of Christendom to survive.
Europeans began to ponder the real possibility that Islam would finally
achieve its aim of conquering the entire Christian world. One of the great
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best‑sellers of the time, Sebastian Brant’s The Ship of Fools, gave voice
to this sentiment in a chapter titled "Of the Decline of the Faith":

Our faith was strong in th’ Orient,
It ruled in all of Asia,

In Moorish lands and Africa.
But now for us these lands are gone

’Twould even grieve the hardest stone....
Four sisters of our Church you find,

They’re of the patriarchic kind:
Constantinople, Alexandria,

Jerusalem, Antiochia.
But they’ve been forfeited and sacked
And soon the head will be attacked.

Of course, that is not what happened. But it very nearly did. In 1480,
Sultan Mehmed II captured Otranto as a beachhead for his invasion of
Italy. Rome was evacuated. Yet the sultan died shortly thereafter, and his
plan died with him. In 1529, Suleiman the Magnificent laid siege to
Vienna. If not for a run of freak rainstorms that delayed his progress and
forced him to leave behind much of his artillery, it is virtually certain that
the Turks would have taken the city. Germany, then, would have been at
their mercy.

Yet, even while these close shaves were taking place, something else was
brewing in Europe; something unprecedented in human history. The
Renaissance, born from a strange mixture of Roman values, medieval
piety, and a unique respect for commerce and entrepreneurialism, had led
to other movements like humanism, the Scientific Revolution, and the
Age of Exploration. Even while fighting for its life, Europe was preparing
to expand on a global scale.

The Protestant Reformation, which rejected the papacy and the doctrine
of indulgence, made Crusades unthinkable for many Europeans, thus
leaving the fighting to the Catholics. In 1571, a Holy League, which was
itself a Crusade, defeated the Ottoman fleet at Lepanto. Yet military
victories like that remained rare. The Muslim threat was neutralized
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economically. As Europe grew in wealth and power, the once awesome
and sophisticated Turks began to seem backward and pathetic; no longer
worth a Crusade. The "Sick Man of Europe" limped along until the 20th
century, when he finally expired, leaving behind the present mess of the
modern Middle East.

From the safe distance of many centuries, it is easy enough to scowl in
disgust at the Crusades. Religion, after all, is nothing to fight wars over.
But we should be mindful that our medieval ancestors would have been
equally disgusted by our infinitely more destructive wars fought in the
name of political ideologies. And yet, both the medieval and the modern
soldier fight ultimately for their own world and all that makes it up.

Both are willing to suffer enormous sacrifice, provided that it is in the
service of something they hold dear, something greater than themselves.
Whether we admire the Crusaders or not, it is a fact that the world we
know today would not exist without their efforts. The ancient faith of
Christianity, with its respect for women and antipathy toward slavery, not
only survived but flourished. Without the Crusades, it might well have
followed Zoroastrianism, another of Islam’s rivals, into extinction.
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